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Abst rac t - -We consider a four-arm signalized intersection with vehicle-actuated control in discrete 
time. Vehicles arrive at each arm according to the Markovian Arrival Process. Storage space at each 
arm is limited. The system is studied as two-phase signal and the traffic control process i  described 
by a matrix structure that is appropriate for numerical computation. The system is modelled as two 
discrete finite capacity (dams) controlled by one release mechanism. Queue length distributions are 
obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Traffic signals are common sights in most cities and towns. In addition to providing a regimented 
use of common space (an intersection) by opposing traffic, it also assists in reducing a particular 
class of tratfic accidents. Most research carried out by Operations Research Analysts, Statisticians 
and some Traffic Engineers focus on control rules (or signal settings) that provide minimum delays 
to users. In this light, a lot of models have been developed for estimating delays to vehicles under 
different control policies. 
Even though one can find, in the literature, models of vehicular queues at signalized intersec- 
tions since way back in the 1940's, and an abundance of literature since then, there are still very 
important features for this problem which have not received much attention. One of these is the 
correlation in the arrival of vehicles. Our interest in this paper is to study traffic queues at a 
vehicle-actuated signal in which traffic arrival process follows a Markovian Arrival Process (MAP). 
By letting the arrival process follow the MAP, we are able to capture the correlation in the ar- 
rival process. This correlation has not received as much attention as it deserves in the literature. 
Because in most urban centres traffic input into an intersection is usually an output from an- 
other intersection, correlation cannot be ignored. In our present model, we consider finite queue 
lengths at all arms of the intersection; the traffic signal is vehicle-actuated and it is considered 
as a two-phase plan. We obtain exact results for the joint distributions of the queue lengths at 
the two critical arms. 
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Research Council of Canada. 
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The main contributions of this paper are that it provides: 
(i) an improved model of arrival process and 
(ii) an improved and more flexible model of control. 
Cowan [1] considered a vehicle-actuated traffic control queue with bunching arrivals. The bunch 
size has a general distribution and the intra-bunch gap is constant with time length of one unit. 
The gap between the last vehicle in a bunch and the leader of the following bunch (inter-bunch 
gap) is a shifted exponential distribution. The control policy in his model is as follows: as soon as 
there is no departure on the jth road at an allotted time for a particular interval ength (looking 
backwards or forwards), the green indication ceases for this road; after a fixed time length of 
yellow, the light then turns green for the other road. It does not consider the status of the other 
road in this policy. Other models for traffic queues at vehicle-actuated signals include the works 
of Tanner [2], Darroch, Newell and Morris [3], and Garwood [4], all who assumed stationary 
Poisson arrival process; Lehoczky [5] who assumed compound Poisson arrival process, and later, 
Lehoczky [6] who considered a discrete time arrival with a Markov dependency; and Dunne [7] 
and Little [8] used a discrete time model. All these models have the same control policies as 
Cowan [1] except for Tanner [2] and Garwood [4] who considered the other road traffic in their 
policy. 
This paper considers traffic queue at a vehicle-actuated signal control. Arrivals are based on 
the MAP and control is based on the state of traffic on all arms. 
~ ARM 2 
D 
ARM I 
Figure 1. Vehicle-actuated signal controlled intersection. 
2. MODEL 
2.1. Arrival Parameters 
Consider a vehicle-actuated signal controlled intersection shown in Figure 1. Let the inter- 
section control operate as a two-phase system with arm 1 and arm 2 as the critical conflicting 
arms. Traffic arrivals at the two arms occur in platoons. If we assume that interplatoon and 
intraplatoon arrivals have discrete phase type distribution and the number in platoons also have 
discrete phase type distributions, then the arrival processes can be modelled as Markovian Arrival 
Process (MAP) [9]. Let the arrival process on arm k (k -- 1, 2) be MAP described by two substo- 
chastic matrices Do(k) and Dl(k) of dimension ink, where D(k) = Do(k) + Dl(k) is a stochastic 
matrix and 1-Do(k) is nonsingnlar. Transition from i to j of D(k) is an arrival epoch with proba- 
bility (Dl(k))~j[(D(k))~j] -1 and not an arrival epoch with probability (Do(k))ij[(D(k))~j] -1. The 
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expected number of arrivals per epoch for arm k is Ak, where Ak = l rkDl(k)e with ~rkD(k) = irk 
and lrke = 1. For more complete discussions on MAP see [10-12], and see [13] for discussion on 
platoon arrival process. 
Define Du. = Du (1) ® Dv (2), u = 0, 1, v = 0, 1, Dw = D0~ + Dlw, w = 0, 1, and D = Do + D,.  
Transition from i to j of Duv is an arrival of u vehicles on arm 1 and v vehicles on arm 2 with 
probability (D~,v)~j[(D)ij] -1. D is a stochastic matrix with A = A1 + A2 = ~rDe, where lrD = ~r 
and 1re = 1. 
2.2. S ignal  Cont ro l  
Signal control is vehicle-actuated. It takes a vehicle one epoch to go through the intersection. 
Consider arm k. This arm k receives the green indication for a minimum of gk epochs--the 
minimum green. The traffic indication does not change during this period. If after the completion 
of the minimum green gk there is no vehicle on k and there is a request on the other arm, then 
arm k starts to receive the yellow indication for Yk epochs, after which the other arm starts to 
receive the green indication and arm k receives the red indication. If on the other hand at the 
end of gk arm k has some vehicles till waiting, then it receives an extension of green indication 
up to a maximum of g~:. After as extension of g~, the signal switches indication to the other arm 
in Model I; in our Model II, it only switches if there is a request on the other arm. The signal 
control can now be described by a set of matrices as follows. 
Let C = gl + g~ + yl + g2 q- g~ + y2. C is the maximum possible length of the signal cycle when 
both arms are running at maximum greens. 
Define a C x (gl + g~) matrix G1 such that 
1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,g l -  1, 
(G1)i,i+1 ---- Pl, i=g l ,  g i+ l , . . . ,g l+g~l - -1 ,  
(G1)glTgll,gl+ 1 "~- 01, 
(G~)c,1 = 1, 
(G1)~,j = O, otherwise. 
The matrix G1 refers to the portion of the cycle which is green to arm 1 vehicles. Of this 
portion, (G1)i,i+l = 1, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  gl - 1 represents the minimum green period which is gl units 
long; (G1)i,i+l = Pl, i = g l , . - . ,  gl + g~ - 1 represents the extended green period and Pl is the 
probability that an extension is granted; and (G1)gl+gi,gl+l = 0~ represents the return to the 
extended green period if there is no request on the other arm. 
Define a C x Yl matrix II1 such that 
012, i=g l+g~l+l ,  
(Yi)~,i+l = 1, i=g l+g~l+2, . . . ,g l+g~l+y l - -1  , 
(Y1)i,gl+gi +l : ql, i --- gl + 1 , . . .  ,gl + gll + Yl -- 1, 
(Yt)i j  = 0, otherwise. 
The matrix Y1 refers to the portion of the cycle that is yellow to arm 1 vehicles. (YI)~,~+I = 0 2, 
i = gt + g~ + 1 represents entry into the yellow indication; (Y1)~,~+I = 1, i = gl + g~ + 2 , . . . ,  
gt + g~ + yl - 1 represents the yellow indication which is Yl units long; and (Yt)i,g~+gi+l = ql, 
i = gt + 1 , . . . ,  gl + g~ + Yl - 1 represents transition into the yellow indication in the middle of 
extended green. 
Define a C x (g2 + g~) matrix G2 such that 
1, i = gt + g~ + yl, gl + g~ + yl + l , .  . . ,g t  + g~ + yl + g2 -1 ,  
(a~), , i+l  = 
P2, i - - - -g l+g~+yl+g2, . . . ,g l+g~+yl+g2+g~- - l ,  
(G : )g l+g i+~+g~,g ,+g i+~+g~+l  = 0~, 
(G2)i,j -- 0, otherwise. 
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Define a C × 92 matrix Y2 such that 
f 02 , i - -C -y l -1 ,  
/ 1, i -- C - Yl, C - Yl -}- 1 , . . . ,  C - 1, 
(Y2)~,c-m = q2, i = C - Yl - g~, C - Yl - g~ + 1 , . . . ,  C - Yl - 2, 
(Y2)id = 0, otherwise. 
Both matrices G2 and Y2 can be explained in the same manner for arm 2 as G1 and Y1 for arm 1. 
For example, consider the case with gl = 4, g~ = 2, Yl = 3, g2 = 5, g~ -- 3 and Y2 = 3. The 
matrix G = [G1, Y1, G2, I/2] is given as 
1 
1 
1 
Pl ql 
Pl ql 
0, Ol = 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
P2 q2 
P2 q2 
P2 q2 
o21 
1 
1 
1 
Consider arm k (k = 1, 2). I f  after the maximum green gk + g'k is used up there is no vehicle 
on the other arm, then 0~ = 1, otherwise 0k 1 = 0, 0~ + 02 = 1. 
Define the following matrices: 
O~ =Gk (pk= l,O~ =O), Y°= Yk(pk= l,O~=O), 
O'k=O (pk=O, i=O), Y =Yk(pk=O,O =O), 
o' ;  = o , ,  = = 1) ,  Y / l=  (p,, = = 1) . 
Note that  by setting Pl -~ P2 -- 01 -- 021 -- 0, we obtain a fixed-cycle signal control. 
We can now state the Markov Chains of the system that we want to study. For Model I, we 
set 01 = 0, k = 1, 2. This implies that whenever the maximum green on arm k, gk -4- gt k, is used 
up and there is no vehicle on the other arm, the signal indicator does not change. For Model II, 
on the other hand, we set 0~ = 1 and Pk = 1. 
3 .  THE MARKOV CHAIN 
Let Lk = maximum number of vehicles that  can queue up on arm k, k = 1, 2; 1 < Lk < c¢. 
Consider a Markov chain on the state space {(/1, 12, j , / ) ;  0 < 11 _< L1, 0 < 12 _< L2, 1 < j < 
ml  x m2; 1 < 1 < C}, where Ik is the queue length on arm k, j is the stage of the arrival process 
of both arms and ! is the stage of the signal indication. We assume that  a vehicle requires only 
one epoch of green indication to cross the intersection if there is no other vehicle ahead of it. The 
transit ion matrix for each model is now considered separately. 
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3.1. The Transition Matrix P1 
The transition matrix P1 of the chain for Model I is 
B E 
A2 A1 Ao 
A2 A1 Ao 
A2 A1 Ao 
P1 = A2 A1 Ao , 
• • • 
A2 A1 Ao 
A2 F 
where the matrix P1 is of dimension (L1 + 1)(L2 + 1)mlm2C and all the block matrices B, E, Ao, 
A1, A2 and F are square matrices of dimensions (L2 + 1)mlm2C and 
"Boo BOl 
B1 B2 B3 
B1 B2 B3 
B1 B2 B3 
B = B1 B2 B3 
B1 B2 B3 
B1 Bo. 
Boo = [Doo ® a l  ° Doo ® yO Doo ® a ° Doo ® yo] 
Box = [DoI ® G~ Do1 ® Y1 ~ DOl ® a ° DOl ® yO] 
Sl =[0 0 Doo®G o 0] 
B2 = [Doo @ at  Doo @ YI' Dol ® G o Doo @ yO] 
B3 = IDol @ G~ Dol @ Y1 ~ 0 Dol @ yO] 
Bo = B2 + B3 
Boo Eol 
E1 E2 E3 
E1 E2 E3 
E1 E2 Es 
E= E1 E2 E3 
E1 E2 E3 
E1 Eo 
Eoo = [Dlo ® G O Dlo ® yO D,o ® G~ Dlo ® Y~] 
EOl = [Oll @G o Oil @ yO Oll @G O Oll @ yO] 
E1 = [o o Olo ®~ o] 
E2 = [Olo ® G o Dxo @ yO Oll ® G o Dlo ® yO] 
Es = [Dn @ G O On ® yO 0 On ® yO] 
Eo = E2 + Es 
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A I A] 
A I A 2 
A~ A~ 
A 2 = ' .  ".. 
".  "o 
A2 I A2  
A o 
A 1= [Doo®a ° 0 0 0] 
A 2= [Dol®G o 0 0 0] 
A o 1 2 = A 2 + A2 
AOO AOl 
A~ A 2 A~ 
A i A~ A 3 
A~ A~ A~ 
AI= A] A 2 A31 
" .  ".. ".. 
" .  " ,  " .  
Ai A 2 A31 
Ai A°l 
A °° = [Dlo ® G O Doo ® Y1 ° Doo ® G~ Doo ® Y~] 
A °1= [Dn®G O Do l®Y°  Do l®G O Dol®Y°]  
A~ = [o o Doo ® o ° o] 
a~ = [D,o ® v o D~o ® yo Ool ® V O Doo ® yO] 
A?=[D11®a o Dol®Y ° 0 Ool®Y °] 
A ° = A~ + A~ 
AOO AO~ 
A~ Ao ~ A~, 
A 1 Ao 2 A~ 
Ao= Ao ~ A~ Ao ~ 
",. ".. *.° 
" .  ° .  *o. 
A~ A~ Ao ~ 
Ao ~ AO. 
A °°= [0 Dlo®Y° Dlo®G~ DlO®Y~] 
A °1= [0 Dn@Y1 ° Dl l®G O Dn®Y°] 
Ao ~ = [o o D,o ®v o o] 
A 2 =[0 Dlo@Y ° D11@G O Dlo®Y °] 
Ao ~ = [o o11® yO o D~I ® yO] 
Ao 2 3 = A o + Ao 
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"Fo0 F01 
F1 F2 F3 
F1 F2 F3 
FI F2 F3 
F= FI F2 F3 
".. " .  " .  
" .  ".. °.. 
F1F2  F3 
F1 Fo. 
F00 -- [Dlo ® G O Do ® yo Do ® G~. Do ® Y~] 
Fol = [Dll ® G°I DI ® Y ° DI ® G ° DI®Y °] 
F1 =[0  0 Do®O 0 0] 
F2 =[D lo®G ° Do®Y ° DI®G ° Do®Y °] 
F3=[Dll®  DI®Y ° 0 DI®Y °] 
F0 = F2 + F3 
Do =D00+D10,  D I=D01+Dl l ,  D=D0+D1.  
All the block matrices B~, E~, (i = 00, 01, 0, 1, 2, 3), A~, (v = 0, 1;j = 00, 01, 1, 2, 3), A~, (j = 1,2), 
are of dimensions mlm2C. 
Our interest is to calculate z vector where: 
z=zP1 and ze=l .  
Let us partition z = [zo, Z l , . . . ,  ZL1]. Our interest is to calculate z, the steady state probability 
vector of the Markov chain. Because this is a finite capacity queue, the system is always stable. 
We discuss four approaches for computing x. 
3.1.1. Method  1 
This method is the straightforward epeated application of P1 until steady state is reached; 
i.e., starting with z°e = 1 and applying x n+l +- znP1 until Ix n+l - xn[i < e, Vi. The conver- 
gence of this method is guaranteed from Markov chain theory. While this method is simple and 
straightforward, the dimension of P1 is so large that this method is not appropriate. P1 is of 
dimension (L1 + 1) (L2 + 1) Cml  m2. Besides, because P1 is block tridiagonal, there are more 
efficient methods available. 
3.1.2. Method  2 
This method applies the state-reduction approach [14]. It involves working backwards from 
the last state of the chain, i.e., state ((L1 + 1) (L2 + 1) Cml  m2) and systematically reducing the 
number of states. This method is definitely more efficient han Method 1. 
3.1.3. Method  3 
This method takes advantage of the tridiagonal block structure of P1 and the fact that its rows 
are repeating, even though shifted one block to the right. In this method, we obtain the rate 
matrix R which is the minimum nonnegative solution to the equation 
R = Ao + RA1 + R2A2. 
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We then calculate Is0 sl]  which is the left eigenvector, corresponding to the eigenvalue of 1, 
of B[R] where 
E 
- rx'-"L1-2Ri RL1-2Ao[I F] - l ] ]e  1. The matrix R is of We normalize [So sl]  by [So + -1 t/--.~=0 + - = 
dimension (L2 C nl n2) × (L2 C nl n2). After R has been calculated, we can then calculate 
xi+l = X lR  i, i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  L1 - 2 
XL1 : xlRL~-2Ao[I  - F] -1. 
For detailed discussion of this approach, see [15]. 
This method has been shown to work well for most problems. However, the computational 
effort required for large dimension R could be quite extensive, especially when R does not have 
any special structure that can be exploited. This method is also more efficient han Method 1. 
A comparison between Method 2 and this method can be found in [16,17]. 
3.1.4. Method 4 
Noting that P1 is block tridiagonal and also block matrices B, E, A2, A1, A0, and F are also 
block tridiagonal, we exploit his structure. Method 4 is a modified version of Method 1. Here we 
break up s into smaller row blocks which are independent of L1 and L2 and work with smaller 
blocks of P1. Let s~ = [xi,0, si,1 . . . .  , S~,L2] and let x~,j = [sij,1, si j ,2, si j ,3, si,j,4]. Working in 
smaller blocks, we obtain the results shown in the Appendix. This method is more efficient han 
Method 1 for this problem, and is competitive with Method 2 and Method 3. It is very simple 
to implement. 
3.2. Per fo rmance  Measures  
Of interest o us are the following performance measures: 
1. the joint distribution of the queue lengths zij where zij = xi je,  i = 0, 1 , . . . , L1 ,  j = 
O, I , . . . , L2 ,  
2. the distribution of the total number of vehicles waiting at the two arms of the intersec- 
tion ui, where 
j :min{i ,L2} 
#i = Z z~_j,j; i = 0, 1 , . . . ,L1  +L2,  
j=max{O,i-L1) 
3. the mean of the total number of vehicles waiting at the two arms of the intersection 
x-~L1 +L2 
#L = z-~i--1 i#i. 
4. the distribution of the number of vehicles waiting at arm 1, y~, (i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  L1) and at 
arm 2, y2, (i = 0, 1 , . . . ,  L2), where 
y~ = s~e, i = 0, 1 , . . . , k l  
kl 
Y2i = Zz J , ie '  i = 0, 1, . . . ,k2,  
j=0 
• k j  • 5. the mean queue length at arm j, j = 1, 2 can be obtained as U~L = ~=1 iy~. 
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3.3. The  Transition Matr ix P2 
The transition matrix P2 of the chain for Model II is 
B E 
A~ A1 Ao 
A~ A1 Ao 
A~ A1 Ao 
P2 = A~ A1 Ao , 
A S A1 Ao 
A2 F 
where 
"Boo Bol 
Bi S~ B3 
Bi B~ B3 
Bi B~ B3 
e= Bi B~ B3 
• • • 
• • . 
S~ B~ B3 
S~ B~) 
Boo = [Doo ® a°l Doo ® Y1 ° Doo ® a ° Doo ® yo] 
So, = [Do, ® C~ Do, e Yl ~ Do, ® C o Ool ® yO] 
B~ =[0 0 Doo®C~' 0] 
B~ = [Doo ® G~ Doo ® V~ O01 ® Gg Doo ® y,,,1 2J 
B~ = [Ool @ C~ Ool ® Y~' 0 Do~ ~ Y~'] 
So = B~ + B~ 
"Eoo Eol 
E1 E2 E3 
E1 E2 E3 
E1 E2 E3 
E = E1 E2 E3 
• ° ° 
E1 E2 Es 
E~ Eo 
Eoo = [D,o ® V ° Dlo ® yO Olo ® G~ D~o ® Y~] 
S01 = [Oll ~ G O Dll ® yO Oil ® G O Oil ® yO] 
~1 = [o o olO ®o ° o] 
E2 = [Dlo @ G O Olo ® Y1 ° 91, ® G O Dlo ® yO] 
E~ = [Dl~ ® a ° Dll ® Yl ° 0 D~ ® yO] 
Eo = E2 + E3 
30-8 - I  
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"A~ (1) A2 
A21 A~ 
a~ A2 
A2 = ".. ".. 
" .  ' .  
A~ A~ 
A o 
A~ = [Doo ®a ° 0 0 0] 
A~ = [Doi ® a ° 0 0 0] 
A ° = A~ +A 2 
a~ O)=[Doo®G~ r 0 0 0] 
-400 AOl 
A~ A~ a~ 
A~ A~ A31 
A~ A 2 A 3 
A I= Al A2 A3 
° .  °.° ".. 
",° "°. "° 
A~ A~ A~ 
A~ A ° 
A °°=[Dlo®G~' Doo®Y~' Doo®G~ Doo®Y~] 
A 01 = [Dll ® G O Dol ® yO Dol ® G O Dol ® yO] 
A] = [0 0 Doo®a ° 0] 
A 2 = [Dlo ® G o Doo ® yO DoI ® G o Doo ® yO] 
A 3 = [Dn ® G O Do, ®Y° 0 DOl ® yO] 
A ° =A~+A~ 
-AOO AOl 
A~ A~ A~o 
A~ A~ A~ 
a~ A~ A~o 
Ao= A°l A2 A°3 
°° " .  " .  
°°. ".. " .  
A~ A~, Ao ~ 
A~ ,4o_ 
a °°=[0 Dlo®Y;' Dlo®G~ Dxo®r~] 
A °1 = [0 Oil ® Y~ DII ® G O Oil ® yO] 
a~ = [0 0 D lo®G o 0] 
a~ = [0 Dlo ® yO Dn ® a ° Dm® yO] 
Ao 3 = [0 Oil ® Yl ° 0 Oil ® ]io] 
A o = A 2 + Ao 3
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"Foo FOl 
F1 F2 F3 
F1 F2 F3 
F1F2 F3 
F= FI F2 F3 
".. ",. *.. 
".. *.. ".. 
E lF :F3  
F1 Fo. 
Foo -- [Dlo ® ~11 Do®Y ° Do®G'2 Do ® Y~] 
FOl -- [Dll @ ~ D1 ® yo  D1 ® G~2 D1 ® yO] 
F1 =[0  0 Do®G ° 0] 
F2 =[Dlo®G°I Do@Y ° DI®G°2 Do@Y °] 
F3 =lOll®G°1 DI®Y ° 0 DI@Y °] 
Fo = F2 + F3 
Do = Doo + Dlo, D1 = DOl + Dl l ,  D = Do + D1. 
Calculate x vector where: 
x=xP2 and xe=l .  
Let us partition x = [xo, Xl,...,XL1] and xi = [xi,o, X,,1,...,X~,L2] and let xi,j = [xij,1, 
xij,2, xi j ,3, x~j,4]. The same method as for Model I was applied. The resulting equations can 
also be developed as done for Method 1 in the Appendix. 
4.  NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
In what follows, we present some numerical examples to illustrate how the model can be used. 
EXAMPLE 1. In our first numerical example, we compare the two models. Consider an intersec- 
tion with L1 = 10, L2 = 10. We let the vehicle arrivals on both arms be of Bernoulli type such 
that Do(l)  = qt, Do(2) = q2, DI(1) = PI and D1(2) = P2. Let gl = 4, g~ : 2, Yl = 3, g2 -- 5, 
g~ = 3 and Y2 -- 3. We then vary Pl from 0.1 to 0.9 and P2 from 0.3 to 0.4 while adjusting both ql 
and q2 appropriately. The resulting queue lengths are shown in Table 1. 
Using mean queue length as the performance measure, generally Model I I  performs better than 
Model I at low traffic. As traffic gets heavier, the performance of the two models is identical. 
EXAMPLE 2. We now work with only one model--Model II. Let L1 = 10 and L2 = 20. We let 
the arrival processes be represented as follows. 
[01 
Do( l )= 0.7 0.1 ' 0.1 0.1 ' ),1 =0.51, 
[ ] . 0.5 0.1 Dl(2) = 0.1 A 2 = 0.40. 
Do(2)= 0.2 0.4 ' 0.3 0.1 ' 
Further, let gl = 3, g~ = 2, Yl = 2, g2 -- 2, g~ ~- 1 and Y2 = 2. We then vary g2. Later, we 
fix g2 at 2 and vary g~. The results are shown in Tables 2 and 3 for the mean queue length. 
By increasing the minimum green duration for one arm, we are able to reduce the mean queue 
length on that arm at the expense of increasing the mean queue length on the other arm. 
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Tab le  1. Tab le  2. 
p2 0.3 0.4 g2 ~ ~ ~c 
Pl Model I Model II Model I Model II 2 8,522 18,468 26.990 
0.1 0,528 0.520 0.577 0,561 3 8,591 15.374 23.965 
1.655 1,515 3.628 2.802 4 8,374 12.706 21.080 
0.2 1.309 1.297 1.467 1.454 5 8,895 9.642 18.536 
1.729 1.693 4.073 3.826 6 9,182 4.965 14,148 
0.3 3.853 3.745 4.764 4.753 7 9,238 3,503 12.741 
1,926 1.918 4.870 4.853 8 9,372 2.592 11.964 
0.4 7.831 7.692 8.139 8.134 
2.000 1.996 5.036 5.035 
Tab le  3. 
0.5 8.827 8.765 8.916 8.913 
2.001 1.997 5.037 5.036 
3 8.522 18 .468  26.990 
0.6 9.245 9.211 9.292 9.291 
4 8.592 15.373 23.966 
2.001 1.998 5.037 5.037 
5 8.379 12.711 21.090 
0.7 9.517 9.496 9.546 9.545 
6 8.906 9.674 18.580 
2.001 1.998 5.037 5.036 
0.8 9.718 9.707 9.737 9.736 
2.001 1.998 5.037 5.037 
0.9 9.875 9.870 9.882 9.882 
2.001 1.999 5.037 5.036 
p~ - mean queue length  on arm 1 
#~ - mean queue length  on arm 2 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
Using discrete time approach, we are able to model traffic queues at a vehicle-actuated signal 
and allow platooning of traffic through the use of the Markovian arrival process. The model can 
be used to develop optimal signal control policy at such intersections. 
APPENDIX  
xo,o,l = xo,o (Doo ® G~I) + xl,O (Doo ® G °) 
xo,o,~ = xo,o (Boo ® yo) 
xo,o,3 = xo,o (Do0 ® G °) + Xo,1 (Do0 ® G °) 
xo,o,4 = xo,o (000 @ yO) 
xoJ,1 = xo,o (0ol ® a l )  + x0,1 (000 ® a~) + Xl,O (Ool ® a °) + Xl,1 (0oo ® G °) 
xo,1,2 = xo,o (Dol ® Y;) + Xo,1 (Doo ® YI') 
x0,1,3----xo,o (O01 @G °) + x0,1 (D01 @G °) + xo,2 (000 @G °) 
xo,,,4 = xo,o (00, ® Y2 °) + Xo,, (000 @ yo) 
xoj,1 = xoj-1 (O01 ® Gi) + xoj (000 @ Vl) + Xl j - t  (O01 @ a°l) + Xlj (000 ® G °) 
xoj,2 = xoj-1 (D01 @ Y[) + xoj (Doo ® Y[) 
xoj,3 = Xo,j (O01 ® G °) + XOj+l (000 ® G °) 
Xoj,4 = xo,j-1 (Do1 @ yo) + xoj (000 @ Y2 °) 
2_<j<L2-1  
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X0,L2,1 = XO,L2-1 (Dol ® G'I) + XO,L2 (Doo ® G~ + DOl ® at) + X1,L2-1 (Dol ® G °) 
+~I,L. (0Ol ®Go + Doo®GO) 
X0,L2 ,2  = X0 ,L2-1  (Dol ® Y[) + XO,L2 (Doo ® Y~ + DOl ® Y~) 
XO,L2,3 ~-~ XO,L2 (Do1 ® G °) 
X0,Lz,4 = XO,L,~-I (Dol ® yO) + xO,L2 (Doo ® yO + Do1 ® yO) 
Xl,0,1 = x0,0 (D01 ® G 0) + Xl,O (D10 ® G 0) + 12,0 (Doo ® G 0) 
11,0,2 = xo,o (O01 ® yO) + Xl,O (Doo ® yO) 
11,0,3 = xo,o (Dlo ® G~.) + x0,1 (O10 ® G °) + Xl,O (Doo ® G~) + Xl,1 (Doo ® G °) 
11,o,4 = xo,o (Dlo ® Y~) + Xl,O (Doo ® Y~) 
Xl,l,1 = X0,0 (Dn ® G °) + xo,1 (Dlo ® G °) + Xl,O (Dn ® G °) + x1,1 (Dlo ® G °) 
+12,0 (O01 ® G °) + 12,1 (Doo ® G °) 
x1,1,2 = xo,o (On ® yO) q_ Xo,1 (Dlo ® yO) + xl,o (Dol ® yO) + Xl,1 (Doo ® Yl 0) 
• 1,1,3 = ~0,0 (Oll ® Go) + ~0,1 (Oll ® ~)  + ~0,~ (010 ® ~)  + 11,0 (901 ® Go) 
+11,1 (Dol @ G O) q- Xl,2 (D00 ® G °) 
x1,1,4 = xo,o (Oll ® ]i0) + Xo,1 (Dlo ® Y20) + xl,o (Dol ® ]i0) + Xl,1 (Doo ® ]i0) 
xl,j,1 = xo,j-1 (Dn ® G °) + Xoj (Din ® G °) + Xl,j-1 (Dn ® G °) + Xl,j (Dlo ® G °) 
+~,~-1 (ool ®v °) + ~,j  (boo ®a°l) 
Xl,j,2 = XO,j-1 (011 @ yO) + xoj (01o @ yO) + Xlj-1 (Dol ® yO) q_ Xl,j (Doo ® yO) 
• 1,j,3 = ~o,~ (Oll ®~)  + ~o,j+l (01o ® G°) + ~l,j (9Ol ®~)  + xo,j+l (Doo ® G°) 
Xl,j,4 = XO,j-1 (Dll ® yO) --b Xoj (Dlo ® yo) --b Xl,j-1 (Ool ® yO) --b Xl,j (Doo ® yO) 
2<j<L2-1  
Xl,L2,1 = XO,L2-1 (Dll ®G °) + XO,L~ ((Dlo + Dl l )®a 0) q- Xl,L2-1 (Dll ® G0) 
"bXl,L,~ ((Dlo + Dl l )®e° l )  "b 12,L2-1 (D01 ® GO) q" 12,L2 ((Doo + 901)@a 0) 
X1,L2,~ = X0,L2-1 (911 ® yo) +.o,L~ ((Olo + 911) ® yO) + ~I,L~-I (901 ® yO) 
+Xl,L, ((Doo + Ool) ® yO) 
• 1,L~,3 = ~0,L~ (Oll ®a0) + Xl,L. (O01 ®a °) 
• I,L~,. = ~0,L~-I (911 ® Y¢) + ~o,L~ ((91o + 911) ® yo) + ~1,L2-1 (9ol ® Y¢) 
+Xl,L2 ((Doo + Ool) ® yO) 
x,,0,1 = xi,o (Dlo ® G °) + x,+1,o (D0o ® G °) 
xi,o,2 = x,-1,o (Dto ® yO) + x,,o (Do0 ® Yt °) 
xi,o,3 = x,-1,o (Dlo ® G~) + xi-1,1 (D10 ® G °) + Xi,o (Doo ® G~) + xi,1 (Doo ® G °) 
Xi,0,4 --= Xi-l,0 (Dlo ® YJ) + xi,o (Doo ® YJ) 
xi,1,1 = xi,o (Dll ® G °) + xi,1 (Dlo ® G °) + X,+l,O (Dol ® G °) + Xi+l,1 (Doo ® G °) 
xi,1,2 = xi-I,O (Dn ® yO) + x,-1,1 (Dlo ® yO) + x,,o (D01 ® yO) + x,,1 (D0o ® yO) 
x,,1,s = x,-1,o (Dll ® G °) + Xi-l,1 (Dn ® G °) + xi-1,2 (9,o ® G °) + x,,o (Ool ® G °) 
+xi,1 (Dol ® G °) + x,,2 (Doo ® G °) 
xi,1, 4 = Xi--l,0 (On @ yO) + xi-1,1 (91o ® V °) + xi,o (0o1 ® yO) + xi,1 (Doo ® yO) 
2<i_<L l -1  
Xi,j,1 = Xi,j-1 (Dll @ G °) + xi j  (Dlo ® G °) + X,+lj-1 (/9Ol ® G °) + Xi+l,j (D0o ® G~I) 
x,j,2 = x,-1,j-I (Dn ® yO) + x,-I,j (DIo ® yO) + Xi,j--1 (D01 ® yO) + x,,j (Doo ® yO) 
x,,i,z = x,-l, j (On ® G °) + x,-1d+l (Dlo ® G °) + xi,j (/9Ol ® G °) + xi,i+l (Doo ® G~) 
x,,j,4 = x,-1,j-1 (Oll ® V °) + x,-1j (Dlo ® yo) + xi,j-a (Dol ® V °) + x,,j (9o0 ® yo) 
2<i<L1-1  2_<j<_L2-1  
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X,,L2,1 = X,,L2-1 (Dll @G °) + X,,L2 ((Dlo + D l l )®C °) + x,+I,L,-1 (Do1 ®C °) 
~-Xi+I ,L .~ ((Doo + Do,) ® a °) 
Xi,L,,2 ---- Xi-I,L,-I (Dll @ YI 0) + Xi-I,L, ((D,o + DI,) ® yO) + X,,L,-, (Do, @ }To) 
-{=Xi,L2 ((Doo + Dol) ~ Y?) 
Xi,L,,3 = Xi-I,L2 (DI I  ~C°2) =}= Xi,L2 (Do, ®C °) 
Xi,L,,4 = Xi-I,L2-1 (Dn @ yo) + xi-I,L, ((D,o + Dn) ® yO) + Xi,L2-1 (Do, ® yO) 
-{-Xi,L, ((Voo + DOl) ® 11o) 
2<i<L l -1  
XL,,0,1 = XL,,0 (DI0 ® G °) 
XL,,0,2 = XL,-1,0 (DI0 ® yO) + XL,,0 ((Doo + DIO) ® yO) 
XL,,0,3 = tL,-1,0 (D10 (~ C~.) -1 t" XL,-1,1 (D,0 @ G~) + XL,,O ((Doo + Din) ® C~) 
+XL,,l ((Doo + D,o) ® G °) 
ZL,,0,4 = XL,-I,O (DlO ~ Y~) J¢- XL,,O ((Doo + Dlo) ® Y~) 
XL,,I,I = XL,,O (Dn ® G °) + XL,,I (DIo @ GI °) 
XL,,I,2 = XLI-I,0 (DI I  ~) Y?) + XLl- l , l  (DIo @ yO) + XL,,O ((Dol + Dn) ® yO) 
+XL,,1 ((Doo + D,o) ® yO) 
XL,,1,3 = XL,-,,O (DI, ® G °) + XL,-,,, (DI, ® G °) + XL,-1,2 (DIo ® G °) 
+XL,,0 ((Dol + Dn)@C °) + XLI,I ((Do, + Dn)@G~2) + XL,,2 ((Doo + D,o) ®C °) 
XLI,1,4 = XL1-1,0 (D l l  ~ Y#) + XL,-1,1 (Dlo ® yO) + XL1, 0 ((Do1 + Dll) ® yO) 
+XL,,1 ((Doo + D,o)@ yo) 
XL,,j,1 = XLI,j-1 (D l l  (~ G1 O) Jr" XL,,j (Dlo ® a °) 
XLIj,2 = XL , - I j - ,  (D]I ® Y1 °) + x~,-1,j (Dlo ~ Y1 O) ~- xL,,j-1 ((Do1 + Dl l )  @ ]710) 
"~XLz,j ((Doo + Olo) ~) r? )  
XL,,j,3 = XL,-1, j  (Oil (~ a 0) -I- XLI- I , j+I  (Dlo ® a °) + XL,j ((Dol + On) ® a °) 
+XL,j+, ((Doo + D,o) @ a °) 
~LI,j,4 ----- XL,--1,j--1 (Oi l  ~ Y2 O) q- XLI - I , j  (Dlo ~) Y2 0) "]" XL,,j-1 ((Dol -[- Dn) ® Y2 °) 
+XL, j ((/9OO + DIO) ® yo) 
2<j_<L2-1  
.TLI,L2,1 = XL1,L2-1 (Dn @G °) + XL1,L ~ ((D]o + D,])@G °) 
XL,,L,,2 = XL,-,,L=-, (Dn ® yO) + XL,-I,L, ((D,o + DI,) ® Y1 °) 
q-XL,,L.-I ((Dol -t- DI1) @ yO) -t- XL,,L2 ((Doo + Do1 + DlO -t- Dll) (~ yO) 
XLI,L=,3 = XL,-1,L2 (Dn @a °) + XLI,L,:)((Dol + Dn)@G °) 
XL.,,L,).4 = XL,-1,L2-1 (Dll ® yO) + XL,-1,L,:) ((Din + Dn) ® yO) 
"{"XL,,L2-1 ((Do1 + Dll) @ yO) + XL,,L, ((Doo + Dol + D,o + Dn) @ }To) 
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